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Sumitomo Electric Carbide Inc. 
released several new insert grades for 
use in turning of exotic materials, high 
speed cast iron turning and hardened 
steel turning applications. 

The AC510U and AC520U grades 
are recommended for roughing, 
fi nishing and medium-cut machining of 
super alloy materials. They have a Super 
ZX multiple-layer coating consisting of 
TiAlN and AlCrN layers stacked up to 
1,000 layers, resulting in high speed 
and improved wear resistance. They are 
both available in molded and ground 
insert types.

The AC410K grade presents new 
coating technology consisting of two 
coating layers, which offer peeling 
resistance and insert stability, according 
to the company’s press release. The 
inner layer, called the Super FF 
Alumina, supplies thermal resistance; 
the outer Super FF TiCN layer imparts 
resistance to chipping. The combination 
of these coatings with a harder carbide 
substrate provides high wear resistance 
for continuous to light interrupted 
machining of gray and ductile cast iron. 
These features serve to double the tool 
life of cast iron grades. The AC410K 
can cover medium- to high-speed 
machining applications and is available 
in positive and negative insert types. 

A new series of grades, BNC, 
features four PcBN grades with three 
styles of edge preparations, all geared at 
hardened steel machining. Each member 
of the BNC series has ceramic based 
coatings, brazings on all cutting edges 
and cutting edges etched with numbers 
for identifi cation of used corners. 

The BNC100 withstands fl ank and 
crater wear because of a CBN substrate, 
and a hybrid TiCN coating provides 
surface roughness stability. 

The BNC160 uses the CBN substrate 
along with a new binder material for 
crater wear resistance and edge strength 
in general and high precision fi nishing. 

For medium-speed machining 
and carburized surface deduction, the 
BNC200 offers reliable tool life and 
integrity due to the grade’s edge strength 
and TiAlN based ceramic coating. 

The BNC300 resists chipping and 
insert wear better than other grades, so 
fi nishing applications that engage in 
both continuous and interrupted surfaces 
are well-suited for it.

For more information:
Sumitomo Electric Carbide, Inc.
1001 Business Center Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
Phone: (800) 950-5202
Fax: (847) 635-9335
info@sumicarbide.com
www.sumicarbide.com

Sumitomo’s New Grades
FINISH A RANGE OF MATERIALS
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150%
September 8-13, 2008  •  McCormick Place  •  Chicago
Register to attend IMTS 2008 at IMTS.com today!

Measurable results begin with 100% commitment to investing. 
Up to 40% of my gross sales goes back into new equipment, 
technology and training.

150%In 2006, Fred  Young took more than 30 team members with him to IMTS on 150%150%a research mission. The honing machine mined from that exploration geared 150%150%productivity up to 150%. Using capital equipment acquisition as a strategic 150%150%advantage has driven gross profit margins beyond 50% year after year. His  Top 150%150%Ten Machine Shop rating by Penton Media’s 150%150%American Machinist150%150% magazine has 150%150%American Machinist150% magazine has 150%American Machinist150%150%attracted players in the medical, military, automotive and aerospace industries, 150%
yielding contracts for the next generation Mars rover to be launched in 2009.  

“We don’t wait for a customer to come to us with a job before we invest. 

We’re always ready.” —Fred Young, CEO Forest City Gear, Roscoe, Illinois

150%
Valenite’s ValMILL VFORCE 

milling cutter system highlights a 
patent-pending, direct insert clamping 
device, ‘Side Lock,’ which has a 
compact insert mounting providing 
more cutting teeth per revolution, so the 
system has feed and material removal 
rates as much as three times the speed 
of other traditional milling cutters. 
The ValMILL VFORCE is capable of 
cutting a variety of workpiece materials, 
including cast iron and high temperature 
alloys, according to Valenite’s press 
release. 

The side lock concept releases an 
insert quickly to reduce changeout times, 
and the screw size is larger in order to 
take a bigger force, demonstrating high 
anti-fl ing resistance to centrifugal forces 
during high-speed applications. As the 
screw tightens, forces in two directions 
are applied to the insert; it is pushed 
against the pocket side walls and pulled 
down to the pocket bottom. The insert 
becomes locked in, and as a result, 
the lock screw is tightly positioned to 
reduce potentially hazardous situations. 

Milling Cutter’s 
Clamping

HEIGHTENS
PRODUCTIVITY

“Wedging conditions put the insert 
into a compressive stress state. Carbide 
materials are ideally suited to compressive 
stress and do not perform well under tension 
(stretching). Carbides are susceptible to 
fast fracture under tensile loads and sharp 
fragments are dangerous to operators,” 

explains Brian Hoefl er, manager of 
product development for Valenite. “Our 
system, basically, is engineered to optimize 
the carbides’ fundamental characteristic 
of compressive properties, far greater 
than compared to systems on the market 
today.”

continued
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Dura-Bar 
Products
GET BIGGER

Dura-Bar’s continuous cast bars 
are now made in extra-large sizes, up 
to 25" in diameter. The Dura-Bar XL 
product line is intended for use by 
industrial equipment manufacturers that 
produce large parts like gears, pulleys, 
ways, fl ywheels, bearings, housings, 
manifolds and pistons. The extra-large 
bars are useful for producing molds 
and pattern and mounting plates. The 
company hopes the new product will 
be considered an alternative to steel in 
large metal component manufacturing, 
according to Dura-Bar’s press release. 

Similar to the traditional continuous 
casting from Dura-Bar, the extra-large 

line also has the same permanent 
mold process that eliminates recurring 
pattern costs and defects like gas holes, 
inclusions and hard spots, typically 
found in material from conventional 

The high-density capability of the 
side lock design translates to more 
inserts for any given cutter diameter, 
distributing chip loads more evenly 
and minimizing work forces at the 
disperse engagement points. This 
process helps reduce indexing and tool-
change downtime. The mill’s cutting 
action is smoother because the side lock 
design is compact, providing a longer 
cutting edge throughout. The ValMILL 
VFORCE milling cutters come in sizes 
between 3" and 10" diameters.

For more information:
Valenite LLC
1675 E. Whitcomb
P.O. Box 9636
Madison Heights, MI 48071
Phone: (800) 544-3336
Customer.service@valenite.com
www.valenite.com

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.hmcgears.com
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Mini Thread 
Grinder
CAPABLE OF 
HIGHER VOLUME

Drake introduces the GS:TEM 
“MINI” thread grinder that is equipped 
to grind parts from 1 mm to 10 mm 
diameter and up to 100 mm long. 
The new grinder is aimed towards 
manufacturers in the cutting tool, 
automotive, aerospace, thread gage and 
medical equipment industries. A linear 
motor, ball screw axes and robot loader 
are available, and a pallet changer for the 
robot loader allows the machine to run 
unattended for three shifts, according to 
the company’s press release. 

The Drake MINI is capable of 

grinding taps, thread rolls, worms, 
ballscrews, e-steering components, 
aerospace fasteners and surgical bone 
screws. The new thread grinder is also 
capable of dressing topping and non-
topping wheel forms like full radius and 
gothic arch, acme with crest and root 

continued

sand casting techniques.  The Dura-Bar 
XL comes in 65-45-12 ductile and G2 
gray iron, and the company also offers 
large-sized rectangles. All Dura-Bar 
products are available immediately.

For More Information:
Dura-Bar
2100 West Lake Shore Drive
Woodstock, IL 60098
Phone: (800) 227-6455
sales@dura-bar.com
www.dura-bar.com

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.machinetoolbuilders.com
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QUALITY

TECHNOLOGY

PRECISION MANUFACTURING

OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE

The quality and precision of our broaches and gears have won 
customers worldwide (and beyond!) – from the smallest gear-

shop to NASA and the Mars Rover. 

Precision manufacturing, modern equipment, advanced 
technology, and quality control, balanced with talented crafts-

manship, means you get nothing but the very best.

Guaranteed the most rigid shank cutters and the highest quality 
level disk cutters made.Products that perform. Why use Broach 

Masters/Universal Gear? Because your parts matter!

As a complete source for all your tooling and production needs. 
Broach Masters/Universal Gear will supply you with the highest 

quality products and services that you and your customers 
expect. Experience the difference!

P E R F O R M A N C E
Manufacturers of:
Broaches
Spline Broaches
Fine Pitch Gear BroachesFine Pitch Gear Broaches
Form Broaches
Serration
Bearings
Shaper Cutters
Disk Shapers
Shank Shapers
Hex and Square CuttersHex and Square Cutters
Special Form Cutters
Inspection
Master Gears
Go–No Go Gages
Posiloc Arbors
“Quick Spline” Software“Quick Spline” Software

Made in USA

1605 Industrial Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
Phone (530) 885-1939
Fax (530) 885-8157
                  Web: 
www.broachmasters.com

Call 530 885-1939 or visit
www.broachmasters.com

GearGearGearGearOut of ThisWorldGearOut of ThisWorldOut of ThisWorldGearOut of ThisWorld

Tooling

radii or chamfers due to a diamond roll 
contour dresser. The Drake PartSmart
software is included with the grinder, 
and the client’s parts can be pre-
programmed in the system.

For more information:
Drake Manufacturing
4372 North Leavitt Road
Warren, OH 44485
Phone: (330) 847-7291
Fax: (330) 847-6323 
info@drakemfg.com
www.drakemfg.com

Tornos 
Lathes
SUITED FOR 
VARIOUS USES

Several new lathe models were 
released at the Simodec 2008 
international screw-cutting machine 
tool show in March, including two 
single-spindle lathes. 

The Deco 13e is similar to its 
predecessor, the Deco 13a, but a fourth 
independent tool system is replaced 
with a fi xed tool holder that is mounted 
on one of the two intersecting carriages 
used for bar-turning, on the Deco 13e. 
Scope for bar-turning work and counter-
operations is provided by the eight 
linear axes across three tool systems. 
The Deco 13e allows for an equal level 
of simultaneous machining operation 
at both the front and back of the work 
pieces. The maximum speed of the 
spindle and back spindle is 10,000 rpm. 
Tornos has made program transfer from 
the ‘a’ version to the ‘e’ version possible, 
as well as adaptation for all equipment, 
tools and accessories, for users looking 
to switch to the new lathe. 

The Sigma 32 is an automatic single-
spindle lathe intended to manufacture 

medium-complexity components using a 
sliding headstock capable of machining 
diameters up to 32 mm, according to 
Tornos’ press release. Each member 
of the Sigma line of machines has six 
linear axes, and the Sigma 32 involves 
simpler programming. The maximum 
speed of the spindle and back spindle 

is 8,000 rpm, and the power of those 
components is 3.7 kW and 5.5 kW, 
respectively, for both new machines.

For more information:
Tornos SA
111 Rue Industrielle
CH-2740 Moutier

continued
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Switzerland
Phone: +41 32 494 44 44
Fax: +41 32 494 49 03
contact@tornos.com
www.tornos.com

Proportioning 
Pump Series
HANDLES CAUSTIC 
CONCENTRATES

Zebra Skimmers introduces a 
proportioning pump series designed 
to deal with caustic concentrates 
and featuring a wide mixing range, 
compatibility with caustic concentrate 
and the ability to dilute with water at 
high temperatures, according to the 
company’s press release.

“Our metalworking customers have 
to not only manufacture parts but also 
provide them debris free. Being able to 
provide our customers with an adequate 
unit to easily mix and pump their part 
washer cleaner is very important to 
us,” says Meg Grant, inside sales and 
service. 

For more information:
Zebra Skimmers Corporation
P.O. Box 833 
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
Phone: (888) 249-4855
Fax: (440) 349-1211
meg@zebraskimmers.com
www.zebraskimmers.com

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.clifford-jacobs.com
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® 2008 Concast Metal Products Co.

800 626 7071
724 538 3956 fax

sales@concast.com
www.concast.com

Our expansive inventory supports 
implementing short run demands while 
facilitating ample supply for long run 
requests.  Critical deadlines are successfully
managed through our widespread distributor
network and national warehouse. 

– Readily available bar stock 
in solids and tubes

– Vast inventory of 903, 907, 
863 Manganese Bronzes and 954, 
955 & 959 Aluminum Bronzes

– Broad range of sizes from 1/2” to 
16” diameter and custom lengths

Make Concast your only point of contact, 
call for more information about 
our capabilities.

Gear Bronzes available in:
• 903 • 907 • 863
• 954 • 955 • 959

Concast® provides superior 
continuous-cast bar stock to 
ensure your finished product will
deliver the utmost performance

Hyponic 
Right Angle 
Reducer
DESIGNED FOR 
FOOD-GRADE, 
WASHDOWN 

Sumitomo Drive Technologies 
introduces its newest Hyponic product 
variant designed for the food industry 
and high-pressure washdown (HPW) 
applications. Developed in response 
to customer requests, the food-grade, 
HPW Hyponic features a C-face quill 
design; a unique FKM antimicrobial, 
multi-lipped, rotary output seal that 
acts as fl inger to expel contaminants; 
corrosion resistance; stainless output 
shaft and hardware; synthetic NSF H1 
food-grade lubricant; and antimicrobial 
DuPont Alesta AM powder coating. 
The combination of the antimicrobial 
seal, synthetic lubricant, stainless parts 
and severe duty antimicrobial powder 
coating results in a Hyponic right angle 
reducer equipped for long, reliable 
service in aggressive, HPW food 
industry applications, according to the 
company’s press release.

For more information:
Sumitomo Drive Technologies
4200 Holland Blvd.
Chesapeake, VA 23323
Phone: (757) 485-8218
Fax: (757) 485-7490
customercare@suminet.com
www.sumitomodrive.com

Visit

www.geartechnology.com

for the latest Product News

ON L I N E    
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Heidenhain 
Contouring 
Control

EQUIPPED 
TO HANDLE 
COMPLICATED 
TASKS

The TNC 620 contouring control 
functions with digital drive control, and 

it is suitable for use on milling machines 
and machining centers with fi ve axes 
plus spindles and complicated tasks 
that use swivel and rotary axes. The 
TNC 620 can handle strict requirements 
for the surface of fi nished workpieces 
using look-ahead, algorithms for 
jerk limitation and intelligent motion 
control, according to the company’s 
press release. 

The Heidenhain serial controller 
interface (HSCI) is a new feature of 
the main computer, controller unit and 
other components of the control system. 
The basis of the HSCI is the 100BaseT 
Ethernet network connection standard, 
which contributes to short cycle times 
for data transfer, lowered cable expenses 
and easier installation. The TNC 620 
has a uniform digital design from the 
main computer to the encoder. Wiring 
in the electrical box is simpler due to 
the location of the main computer inside 
the operating panel behind the TFT fl at-
panel display. Heidenhain provides 
various options for users to customize 
the TNC 620 to their specifi c needs, 
whether they are the simplest machine 
applications or the most complex. 

For more information:
Heidenhain Corporation
333 E. State Parkway
Schaumburg, IL 60173
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continued

Phone: (847) 490-1191
Fax: (847) 490-3931
info@heidenhain.com
www.heidenhain.com

Optical 
Measuring 
System
ANALYZES 
DIMENSIONS 

Digital Precision Corporation’s 
OneTouch generation of optical 
measuring systems automates the 
measuring process and takes away the 
need for traditional gaging. Users can 
create part programs with the provided 
programming tools, and minimal 
computer experience is required. 
The system is capable of extreme 
measuring by combining standard and 
confi gurable screen overlay targets, a 
movable Crosshair/DRO and geometric 
edge acquisition tools. The OneTouch 
uses a pattern matching feature to make 
part orientation entirely automatic, 
so time-consuming part alignment is 
unnecessary. 

High-quality digital images are made 
on a 20" LCD monitor by telecentric 
optics, a high-resolution digital camera 
and programmable episcopic and 
backlight illumination. There are several 
options for storing measuring results 
and images, including internal memory, 
internal CD-ROM and USB ports that 

can be used in an external source. With 
a slight footprint that provides space 
effi ciency, the OneTouch is designed 
for the shop environment, according to 
the company’s press release. 

For more information:
Digital Precision Corporation

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.gearinspection.com
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5152 Bolsa Avenue, Suite 104
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Phone: (714) 379-6188
Fax: (714) 892-7451
info@dpccorp.com
www.dpccorp.com

Haas 
Compact Mills
FIT THROUGH 
MORE DOORWAYS

The OM series offi ce mills from 
Haas Automation are more size 
effi cient than average CNC machines. 
They are smaller and lighter, so they 
can fi t through a 36" doorway and into 
most freight elevators, according to the 
company’s press release. 

Two versions of the machine are 
available. The OM-1 has a work envelope 
of 8"x 8"x 8" (xyz), and the OM-2’s 
work envelope is 12"x 10"x 12", which 
allows a greater capacity with the same 
footprint. They both run on single-phase 
power of 240 VAC with a 20" x 10"
T-slot table, and they are outfi tted with 
a 50,000 rpm brushless micro-motor 
spindle, which is compatible with tools 
up to 1.25" shank size. The OM models 
function at a maximum cutting feed of 
500 ipm. An ISO 20-taper spindle and 
20-pocket automatic tool changer are 
features offered in the OM-1A and OM-
2A models.

The customary equipment for the 
compact mills includes a 15" LCD 
color monitor with a USB port, 1 MB 
of memory, a coolant system, automatic 
lubrication and high-speed machining 
software. A pair of compact rotary tables 
fi t into the work envelopes, so full 4th and 
5th-axis operation is possible. Haas also 
offers a compact offi ce lathe, the OL-1.

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.tsageartools.com
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splineandgear.com

P.O. Box 340    |    Marine CitP.O. Box 340    |    Marine CitP y.O. Box 340    |    Marine City.O. Box 340    |    Marine Cit , Mi 4803y, Mi 4803y 9

P: [810] 765.8302  |  F: [810] 765.9595

valerief@splineandgear.cor.cor m
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For more information:
Haas Automation
2800 Sturgis Road
Oxnard, CA 93030
Phone: (800) 331-6746
Fax: (805) 278-8540
www.haascnc.com

Houghton 
Cutting Oils
BIODEGRADE, 
EXTEND TOOL LIFE

The Cut-Max V500 series of 
neat cutting oils from Houghton is 
biodegradable, vegetable based, lacks 
mineral oil and chlorinated additives, 
resists oxidation and offers high natural 
lubricity to extend the life of cutting 
tools, according to the company’s press 
release. 

This new oil line features a low 
viscosity, so fl uid can be maintained 
longer and swarf dragout is minimized. 
They have higher fl ash points than other 
cutting oils, and they generate less mist 
and fumes that can lead to fi res, meaning 
costly carbon dioxide fi re blanket 

equipment is unnecessary. The Cut-Max 
V500 oils are best used for applications 
that use a higher level of tooling 
performance or where leaks and losses 
take place in the manufacturing process 
such as honing and superfi nishing, 
grinding, cast iron gun drilling, general 
machining and gear machining.

For more information:
Houghton International, Inc.
P.O. Box 930
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Phone: (610) 666-4000 
Fax: (610) 666-1376
www.houghtonintl.com
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Rugged, Reliable, Repeatable
...For 75 Years!

•  Applicable to Spur 
 and Helical Gears!

•  Gage the Part 
 at the Machine!

Pitch
Diameter

Major
Diameter

Minor 
Diameter

Internal or External  Spline
Measurement Made Easy!

Still using micrometers 
and pins method?

Comtor Spline Gages make 
pitch diameter measurement 
quick, easy and accurate!

For all your gaging needs,
Comtorgage it! 

®

COMTOR SPLINE GAGES

Comtorgage Corporation
(Since 1928)

Ph: (401) 765-0900   Fax: (401) 765-2846
www.comtorgage.com

Analog Dial or 
Digital Readout
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ZF’s High-
Precision,  
Worm 
Gearboxes

EMPHASIZE 
DURABILITY AND 
COST

New technology and designs allow 
ZF to offer a high-precision, right-angle 
servo gearbox, the SWG, emphasizing 

durability and cost-effi ciency. The 
SWG technology features a computer-
optimized profi le that delivers 90 percent 
contact between worm and wheel, an 
increase of 50 percent more contact than 
conventional designs offer, according to 
the company’s press release. The larger 
contact area reduces wear, so backlash 
levels are constant and predictable, and 
noise levels are kept under 55dB. Along 
with a wear-resistant bronze alloy the 
wheel is manufactured from, similar 
features throughout the gearbox serve 
to increase capacity, durability and 
precision with large diameter bearings 
that provide increased load bearing 
capacity. The worm wheel mounted to 
the shaft uses a press fi t and pins instead 
of a keyed fi t, which is less durable. 

The SWG gearboxes come in three 
accuracy levels: the high precision unit 
with a backlash of less than 1 arc/minute, 
the precision box with 3 arc/minutes and 
the standard unit with 10 arc/minutes. 
They come in ratios from 5.2:1 to 90:1, 
in 10 sizes and with four output options. 
The 30-800 sizes are ideal for conveyors 
and handling systems in particular 
because of available dual output shafts. 
The units are capable of output speeds 
up to 6,000 rpm and output torques up 
to 6,900 Nm with service lives around 
25,000 hours.

http://www.geartechnology.com/cgi-bin/pa/gtredirect.cgi?http://www.geartechnology.com
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Reliability begins 
with a cup of coffee.

olonial isn’t typical in the
BROACH INDUSTRY- our main
focus is to establish customer 
relationships that are a perfect fit
with our decades of service 
providing broaching systems 

to international companies looking for 
experience and reliability. 

The solutions we provide delivers the 
highest quality in the world at a reliable 
Lowest Cost Per Piece, GUARANTEED! 
An industry first. What do you take
in your coffee?

Relationships are built by taking the 
time to sit down with you,
and discovering what keeps 
you awake at night.

United States • Canada •  Mexico  •  1-866-611-5119 • info@colonialtool.com • www.colonialtool.com

EXPERIENCED • RELIABLE • INTERNATIONAL

C

Generic Half Island  2/6/08  9:27 AM  Page 1
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For more information:
ZF Great Britain Limited
Abbeyfi eld Road, Lenton
Nottingham NG7 2SX
United Kingdom
Phone: (44) 115-986 9211
Fax: (44) 115-986 9261
David.morgan@zf.com
www.zf-group.co.uk

Online 
Calculator
HELPS MANAGE 
ENERGY COSTS, 
CO2 EMISSIONS

Dow Corning introduced an 
interactive Molykote Energy Savings 
Calculator, which serves as an online 
tool for plant managers and industrial 
maintenance engineers, to help them 
handle energy prices and carbon dioxide 
emissions by calculating the means by 
which these factors can be reduced. Dow 
Corning’s energy savings calculator 
accepts input for the number of motors 
on gearboxes, pumps, compressors and 
fans, as well as the kilowatts they run 
on, the effi ciency, hours per day and 
days per year. Once this information 
is computed, users view information 
such as possible reductions in kilowatt 
hours, effi ciency, the carbon dioxide 
emissions and the subsequent cost 
savings available. 

Without proper lubrication, drag 
and friction can result, which can waste 
money and damage equipment, but plant 
managers and industrial maintenance 
engineers can avoid some of these costs 
while saving energy and reducing carbon 
dioxide with appropriate lubrication. 
By increasing awareness about the 
importance of proper lubrication, plant 
managers and industrial engineers can 
benefi t from implementing detailed 

maintenance programs.
“Optimized lubrication is more 

important than ever to increase 
reliability, lower emissions and reduce 
plant operation costs,” says Phil Grellier, 
global solutions development manager 
for Dow Corning. “The Molykote 
Energy Savings Calculator can help 

manufacturers meet sustainability 
goals and fulfi ll their commitment to 
innovative, energy-effi cient solutions 
by understanding where they may be 
wasting energy.” 

The calculator is found at www.
dowcorning.com/content/molykote/
energysavingscalculator.aspx.

continued
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South Bend, IN • Rockford, IL
www.schafergear.com

574-234-4116

Call us about our NEW S250G Gear Grinding Machine in our South Bend plant.

There’s no such thing
as a gear tooth fairy.
There’s no such thing
as a gear tooth fairy.
There’s no such thing

Inferior gears can take a real bite out of productivity. At Schafer Gear, we know
our reputation depends on the quality of our products. So our investment in the
latest turning, gear cutting, gear grinding and other state-of-the-art equipment is
designed to produce the highest quality gears for our customers. And the quality
of our equipment is matched only by the commitment of our staff and alliance
partners to provide you with the exceptional service you deserve. If your gears
are losing their bite, don’t put them under your pillow and make a wish. Call us.

©2007 Schafer Gear Works, Inc.
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Accu-Lube 
LB4600
LUBRICATES 
IN MINIMUM 
QUANTITY

For more information:
Dow Corning Corporation
P.O. Box 994 
Midland, MI 48686-0994
Phone: (989) 496-4400 
Fax: (989) 496-6731
www.dowcorning.com

A new member of the Accu-Lube 
product line from ITW Rocol North 
America, the LB-4600, is ideal for near-
dry machining operations for sawing 
and machining aluminum materials. The 
lubricant is natural, environmentally 
friendly, non-toxic, biodegradable and 
suitable for any MQL operations in a 
non-ferrous machining process.

The LB-4600 is based from 
renewable vegetable resources with-
out any mineral oil. Reinforced with 
additives that increase lubricity and 
performance, the purple colored, 
non-staining Accu-Lube LB-4600 is 
practically odorless and burns off during 
post heat-treat processes. The lubricant 
promotes longer saw blade and cutting 
tool life, safer working conditions and 
reduced machine maintenance. The 
product is available in one-gallon and 
55-gallon containers, according to the 
company’s press release. 

For more information:
ITW ROCOL North America
3624 West Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60026
Phone: (847) 657-5343
Fax: (800) 952-5823
www.rocolnorthamerica.com
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